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ABSTRACT

The ell'ects of miring nanosilica with rccycled asphalt pa\,erIIen( (RAP) on tho propcrties ol asplalt rnixturcs

tith differcnt ageing and moisturc susceptibilit] conditions ucre inlestigared. A poly-rncr-modified asphalt
(PMA). PG76, rvas mixcd wilh laryirrg pcrcentages ofnanosilicai namcly. 0- 2, 4 and 6% b-,.' ueight of asphalt

and 50% RAP by rreight of aggrcgale. Results shou,ed that mixing nanosilica,/PMA q'ith 50% RAP improvcd

tlre characceristics ofrcsilieni rnodulus and dynamic modulus under unaged, shon-term agcirg and long-term

ageing cordhiors undcr both dq and rret condilions. The values for indirect tensile strength, resiliert modulus

and dl namic rnodulus tcsts sndgr dry and long-tcnn conditions are higher compared to {hc valuos for samples

under uet and unaged condition; thesc lalues increased uhen dre porcentage ofnarosilica rras incrcased. The

addition of 50% RAP to 67o mlositica (67NS,PMA + 50%MP) $as found to be thc best combinadon in

improving the performance characteristics of PMA under larious conditions.

KEYWORDS: Nanosilica, Recycled asphalt pavemenL Dynamic modulus, lndirect tensile strengdr
Resilient modulu.

INTRODUCTION

The recycling ofpavements has been used for many

yean as a rehabilitatio[ technique in highway industry.

The first asphalt pavement recycling project was

recorded by van Epps and Garcia in l915 (van Epps and

Garcia, 1980). Since thery rarious recycling methods

have been developed which used various rypes of

Received or 3/l/2018
Accepted for Publicati oi on E/l 12019 .

equipment and procedures. Various materials, such as

soft asphalq asphalt fractions and commercial recycling

agents, were used as rejuvetrators. Karlsson and Isacsson

(2006) sumrnarized tlrat the methods for recycling

asphalt pavement (RAP) can be classified into in-plant

asphalt recycling and in-place, or ra-sir,, asphalt

rerycling methods. -Additionally, the Asphalt

Reclaiming and Rec.-vclilg Association (,{RRA) has

identified five asphalt pavement lecyoling procedures;

narnely, cold planning, hot recycling, hot in-place

rerycling, cold recycling and full-depdr reclamation.
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According to the guidelines set by the SuperPave

TM Mixtures Expert Task Crroup, hot-nrir asphalt
(HMA) design widr RAP is conditioned based on a
ttuee-tier system (Bukowski. 1997). Almosr l5% RAP
can be used witlrout altering the grade of virgin asphalt
fronr the project location and the condition selected (AI

Qadi et al.- 2007). When RAP content is between l5%
and 25%. the virgin asphalt temperature. which could be

high or low, rs reduced by I grade in order to account

lor the effect of stiffening of the aged asphalt (for
example, a PG 58-28 could be used in place of a PG 64-

22). When oyer 25o/o RAP is to be used in HMA.
blending charts shouid be consulted in order to
determiue the percentage of RAP that should be used

with a particular virgin asphalt (Dinis-Almeida et al.,

2016; Mcdaniel et al., 2000). In the year 2000, the

Transportation Departmeut of lllinois permitted the use

ofR 4P in SuperPave TN{ HN{A witlr a percentage level

between 0 aud 30%: the use ofa maximum 50% RAP is

allowed irr HNLA shoulders and stabilized sub-bases.

Expelts are the opiJrion that future specifications should

be set to allow the use olhigh-class RAP (PMA).

On the contrary, several agencies frorn the tlnited
States adopt a more stringerlt approach by taking into

consideration the ircr ease iu tlre allowable percentage of
R{P in HMA ir order to take maximum advartage of
this efficient tclurologv-. For example, aLnost 8O% RAP
has been used il some HMA rvith some acceptable level

of performance (Al Qadi et al., 2007). In the Unired

States, almost 453 billiofl kilograms (500 million tons)

of HMA are manufactured aod placed annually at the

cost of approximately $10.5 billion (Yao et al., 2012).

Of the material used. approximately 93% or 421 billiou
kilograms (equivalent to 465 million to.s) are

aggregate-related products. The large quantity of HMA
used has imposed a strain in ensuritg high-quality
ploductiorr as well as rarurally occurring aggregate

products. As a result, some researchers have shifted their

focus to exploring the possible use of more imrovative

rnaterials (Ahrned, 1991).

One ofthe innovative materials available irr industry

is the so-called nauomaterial. Horvever. dre use ofnano-

material in asphalt pavement begal quire late. In the

field, naro-techlologv is being used as a kind of tool,
system and material at the molecular stage. There are

several different types of nano-matelials which could
potentially be used to modr& HN,[A; among rhem are:

nanosilica, nano-clay, nano-hydrated lirne, polymerized

powder or nano-sized plastic powder. nano-fibres and

nano-tubes (Das and Swamy, 20 1 4; Yusoff et al, 201 4).

Silica is a ubiqunous compound and is available across

the globe; it is used in industries prirnarily to
manufacture silica gels, colloidal silica, fumed silica,...
etc. Nano-sized silica is al ilrteresting pa.ricle due to its
potential fbr use in eurergingareas, such as dlrg delivery

and rnedicine (Barik etaI.,2008). Amorphous nanosilica

is suitable for use as nanobio-pesticides. Colnpanies

have used silica nanopadicles to streugthen elastomers

as a rheological solute (Chrissafis et a1..2009) and

cement concrete rnixtures (Quercia and Brouwers,

2010). Silica nano-cornposites have also attracted the

interest of some scientific endeavouls. The benefits of
these nanomaterials are due to their low production cost

and high perforrnance qualiry (Cavallaro et al., 2010).

A small percentage of nanosilica has been found to

improve softening point and reduce ductility and

penetration values. The use of na osilica ruixed tith
asphalt also improves resistance towards ageing. The

storage stability of modified asphalt has also been

observed to decrease when nanosilioa content is

increased. Nanosilica conversion improves the

rheological qualities of asphalt by increasing the

stiffhess of asphalt nrixture and decreasi[g the phase

angle, which ureans drat it enhances elasticity as usually

related witlr asphalt; this could iE tun decrease the

efl'ects of ageing. For instance. sonre studies found drat

adding 2% nanosilioa to asphalt could amplily the shear

(complex) moduli by as much as 184% (You et al.,

201 I ). This shows drat tlre resistance of rutting asphalt

has most likely been enhanced. This material has also

been used as secondary nrodilier to l'urther improve the

quality of SBS-modified asphalt perfonnarce

(Sureshkumar et al.. 2010).

hesendy. the cost of road constluction parallels the

-490-
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cost of crude oil and petrol, which is at all times high

rvithout any respite jn sight. Since the cost of PMA
rnixtures is showing an increasing trend, road owners

and organizations are corsistently looking for suitable

techniques to reduce material costs and increase their'

benefits without cornpromising theil perlbrmance.

Using RAP in PMA mixhrres is one of the most elfective

techniques irl creating innovative technology to

incorporate recycled and waste Draterials. RAP materials

could now be used at a specific limited percentage (%)

in PMA nraterial layers. Since HMA pavements age

with tinre. asphalt becornes harder and more oxidized
which in turn causes urrtimely crackiug of small

pavemerts. Therefore, tlle only preventive factor in
using a higher persentage of RAP is the stiffness of
HMA. Thus. the incorporation of these additives

lnanosilica and RAP) irrto the PMA would allow the use

of higher percentages of RAP in the combined product

(Ali etal.,20l6).
Tlis research aims to investigate the effects of

adding varying percentages of'nanosilica into newPMA

mixtures replaced with 50% R-4.P and to determine the

performance characteristics of the new PMA and RAP

mixtures. rvhich have been blended with (),2- 4,alnd6o/o

nanosilica, by conducting several tests: namely. binder

tests (conventional physical tests and morphological

characterization), dynamic modulus. indirect tensile

strength and resilient modulus tests under moisture

susceptibility as well as ageing conditions. Nanosilica

was added al four difl'erent modtfrcation percentages:

uameiy, 0, 2, 4 and 616 by rveight of asphalt and 5fz'o

RAP by rveight of aggregare. It is likely that the use ofa
secondary modifier with PN4{ through the addition of a

high amount of RAP material would t'utther improve the

performartce qualiry of HMA

LXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Binder and Nanosilica
In t}lis study, polyrner-modified asphalt, PG-?6, was

used as the coDtrol sample. This binder rvas subjected to

a temperature benveen 150 and 160"C iu a laboratory

oven for at least tn'o hours before being mixed to
produce rhe specirnen The bitumen was heated in dre

oven primarily to itrcrease its fluidiry during the mixing

plocess by lowering its degree of viscosity or

consistenry.

The nanosilica used in this research is in the lorn of
a 32-1Lm powder. The amount ot'nanosilica added into

the mixlnre was expressed rn percentage (2, I and 6Yo)

by weighr of modified asphalt. According to Yao et al

(2012.2013), nanosilica is a rnaterial with a large plane

area. good dispersal ability, strong adsorption, high

chemical purity as well as excellent stability. The binder

samples were mixed at 160 oC at a shear rate of 1500

rpm for one hou'. The PG-76 uhich has been added with
nanosilica rl-as then blerrded with tough and fine

aggregates using the $€t process.

RAP Materials

RAP sources were chosen based on the viscosity of
the recovered RAP asphalt. RAP rnaterials used in this

study werc obtained from the Road Care Company

located in Selangor, Malaysia. The sources corrrprise of
a range ofhigh stiflhess RAP nraterials. RAP u,as added

into the mixture in varying proportion of the total

aggregate. Fifty percent (50p/o) RAP was added to the

rnixed rnaterial along with natural aggregate to produca

new asphalt mixtures. Assessment ofthe efl'ect of coarse

agg.egate on the quality of RAP is based on the

perceluge oi aggregate added to the nri\nue

Aggregate Properties and Stmple Preparation

The aggregate used in this research was obtained

fiorrr a mirre located in Kajang, Selangor. The gradation

of the aggregates along with their specific gravity are

given in Table L Aggregate gradation was choser based

on the ASTM D 3515-96 (D-4). Since the virgin

aggregate has already been sieved and separated

according to the size set by the ASTM D3515-96 (D-4),

the RAP material was also sieved based on the virgin

aggregate gradation limit. Superpave specimens'

preparation ,rrethods used in this resealcll are congruent

witl! the PP-28-100 and AASIITO T3l2 specifications.

- 491 -
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Table I shows the volumeuic qualilies of rhe control mixture and NS/PMA nrixtures

Table 1. Aggtegate and R{P gradation arrd specific gral,ity value

lll. t,l l']ass!0 Vn.qln Aglrot R\1'oo SG(scmr)

2i t00 t00 trto
19 100 90 100

95 80 i6 76
4.lJ 4,5 35 5l
236 l9 23 29
03 19 i

0075 u 2 ,1

000
000
1l ll 2_61

l2.i 12.5 2.6
ll 11 261
9 9 2.58
15 15 267

Binder Tests

Both the PMA control sarnple and NS/PI\IA-RAP

binders were subjected to physical testing; narnely the

softenirg point test (ASTM D36) (ASTM D36, 1995),

penetratior test (ASTM D5) (ASTM D5. 1997) and

morphological characterizatron; X-Ray Diftiaction
(XRD) was conducted using the Brucker axs-D8

diffrastometer utilizing Cu k radiation (), = 0 I 5406 nnl;

40 kV,40 mA). The scanned range was between 5o and

80' in the 20 with a scanning rate of0.025'/s.

Indirect Tensile Strength (ITS)

The indirect tensile strength (ITS) test was conducted

to assess the asphalt mixtures' resistance against fractlre
in accordance *'ith the AASHTO T 322, *Standard

N{ethod of Test lbl. Determining the Creep Compliance

and Strength of Hot-Mixnre Asphalt (HNIA) Using dre

Indire€t Tensile Test Device." The two sarnples; narnely,

the unaged and aged samples wele investigated at 25oC.

A cylindrical specinren was loaded to l'ailure at a

def'oraution rate of 50.8 rnrn (2 inches). A conpressive

load was appliedacross the vertical diametlic plane using

the Universal Testing Machine (IITM) after the

developrnent of tensile sress across the horizontal

diametric part (perpendicular ro the applied compressive

load). Load as well as verlical and horizontal deflections

were recorded in continuum during testing. AII sample

midures, which are triplicatq were evaluated for both

unaged and aged conditions. Inaddition, theageirrg index,

which quantifies the age hardening of asphalt mixtures,

was calculated from dre ITS outcornes. It is computed by

dividing rhe ITS values of aged specimens by the ITS

values of unaged specimens.

Resilient Modulus Test

Resilient modulus is an important rariable used to

measure pavelnent response in tenns of dynamic

stresses conesponding to strains. Du ng the testing

period, both the verlical and horizontal deformattons

\.r,sre estimated liom two sides of tlre specimen and the

resilient modulus rlas then calculated accordingly. Tlris

test w"s conducted to charaolerize and compare

samples; namely, the PMA control mixtlre and the

NS,PMA at 25 and 40oC. At 25oC, the resilient modulus

- 492 -

Table 2. Volumetric pl.opelties of mixes

)Vlix Properties Control Mix 50Y" RAP 2%NS+
50Yo RAP

4%NS+
50,/, R{P

6oloNs+
500/" RAP

Criteria

oBC {%) 6.2 5.65 515 5.6 567

.{ir Voids 1%) 4.00 4.80 4.2 4.50 4.5

vivl{ (%) 18.46 15.64 16.0 t6l5 16 02 >13

vFA (%) 65.83 69.00 668 71 2 70.48 65-75
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slrowed mixture resistance against latigue- while the

resrlienl. urodulus at 40oC slrowed n]l\ture resistance

against rutting.

Dynarnic Modulus Tesf

The dvnarnic rnodulus assessrnenq lE*|, was carried

out on unconfmed specimens as well as the cylindncal

test in accordance with tlre AASHTO T 342. "Main

N{ethod of Test tbr Determining Dynarric Modulus of
Hot-Mirture Asphait." A srnrsordal compressrve stress

was applied on sanrples of unconfined cylindrical

speciurens in order to investigate the relationship between

stress and straiu for liuear viscoelastic properties under

differelt testing condirions, u4rich could be frequencl or

tenlperature. The behaviour of asphalt mixtues is

described by a complex number called the dynamic

modulus. Phase angle shows the viscoelastic perfor nrance

of a nraterial- where the value of a phase angle mnges

fronr 0 to 90". An asphalt mixture as a dynanic modulus

is ncrt a measue of snength- because a higher dynamic

modulus does not necessarily indicate highel strengti. A

silusoidal load has euough stengdr to gelerate lO0

microrrs, which is the main venical strain level inrposed

or the samples. Strain- defbnnation and st sss were

recorded sirnultaneously for all rycles drat rvere used to

estimate the dynamic modulus arid phase augle.

Moisture Sensitivity Test

The broadly established test, which is knowrr as tie
adapted Lomnan test (-4.ASHTOT283) and which is

approved by the SuperPave systenr was used to

determine the moisture vulnerability of asphalt

rnixtures. The specimens wera put in steel loading strips
(UTM-25) used in the indirect rensile test. A load was

applied on the specimens at a constant head rate of 5t)

mrrr/min and rnaximum compressive tbrce until the

specimerrs cracked.

Ageing Procedures

AII samples under.went conditioning .Iixmre

conditioning for volunet(ic mixture design process was

carried out on the laboratory-prepared, Ioose nrixtue.
The n:ixture and the pan were put in a forced-draft oven

for 2 h a 5 min. at the sarne temperature as the mixture's

cornpaction tempsrature aioC. The mixture $as stirred

afler'60 { 5 mrn to ensure uniform conditioning. Short-

tenrr conditioning of the mixture tbr the mechanical

proper-tv testing procedure rvas applied to the laboratory-

prepared, loose rnixture only The mixture \&as then put

in a pan and spread to a thickness between 25 and 50mnr.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Physical Tests

Fig I slrows {he solienrng an,.l pcnetration poinr

values fbr the PMA conbol sanrple and NS/PMA.

Results show tlrat increasing the conteflt of nanosilica

caused a decrease in the peneration values, *4riie the

values fbr the softenitrg point increased. Therefbre, the

inorease in sofiening point and dre decrease in

penetration point indicate an increase in tlre stillhess of
rhe NS/PM.A.

E

E133
BJc
Al

.9 llr _! 7r ll
r Pe,n!,rtnrx rr' ItC id d,,l

I
Figure (l): Penetration and soft€ning point of unmodified and NS/PIIIA mixtures

-491-
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Molecular D5aramics Results

The result lbr XRD indicates that the nanosilica

pafiicles were uniformly distributed within the asphalt

binder rrratrix. This shows rhat the blending method used

is effective in producing nanosilica padioles wifiin the

asphalt malrix. Fig. 2 shows the tlpical XRD peaks for

NS/PMA, which indicates an amorphous saucture.

Hencg nanosilica was well distibuted and uniibrnrly

dispersed in the rnixture.

"=3@1""

R€silient Modulus Test

Fig. 3 shorvs the resull for the resilient modulus test

for PMA control mixture and NS,IPMA mixtuies lor
ulaged. long-term arld short-term ageing. The

difference in resilient modulus is more apparent when

temperature was increased, along with a decrease in

stiffuess at 40"C. At high tempemture,6% NS/?I\{A
witl.r 5O7o RAP showed a higher resilient modulus value

when compared to lie control mixture and other

NSEMA mixtures. The difference in resilient modulus

was based on the values at high tempuature and shows

that the 6yo NS,PMA is the least vulnerable to rutting

when compared to tlre control mixture. The result at a

pulse moment of 100 (ms) of the resilient modulus test

shows that 6% NS/PMA + 50% RAP has the highest rut

resistance with the highest resilient modulus value of
3362 lr{Pa for long-tenn ageing at 25"C and I303 MPa

for long-term ageing at 40"C. This result is in good

agreement with an earlier research conducted by Yusoff

et al. (2014). Table 3 presents t}le resilient modulus

inde>r (RMI) under various conditions and temperatures.

Figure (2): XRD pattetrrs ofNS/Pl[A

-494-

Aged samples show higher lwels of stiffness cornpared

to uraged samples, where the highest value was

observed for 6% NS/PMA + 50% RAP in long-term

ageing. Therefore, it can be said drat samples exposed to

ageing condition have higher stiffness modulus values.

Moisture damage is a decrease in the values of
sgength and durability and dre stiffness of asphalt

mixtuies due to moistwe. Moisture vulnerability tesr

was caried out on all mixhres at the OBC for each

mixture. Fig. 4 shows the results for resilient modulus

assessment under dry artd wet conditions, performed at

25 afi 4O 'C. Resilient modulus deoreased u4ren

temperaiure was inc{eased. At 40 "C. the value for 2olo

NS/PMA+5o% RAP is 43 5 MPa and it increased to 51 0

MPa for 4% NS/PMA+5o% RAP and to 575 Mpa for
6% NS/PI\4A+50% RAP. In general, the results for

resilient modulus show higher values under dry

condition compared to wet conditioo; the change in

temperature also has a significanl effect on tlre result of
resilient modulus in that the value increases as

temperafure decreases.
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Figure (3): Resilicnt modulus fol unaged and aged NS/PIII-A mixhu'€s ar 25 and 4OoC

Table 3, Resilient modulus index at various conditions and temperatures

3ffi
Unaged

Indirect Tensile Strength (ffs) Test

Fig 5 shows that tlle yalues for indirect tensile

strength change rvitlr dif'ferent ageing periods at 25"C,

where the more aged the mixture, the higher its ITS

value. The bar chart in Fig. 5 also shorvs that the tensile

-495-

strength of 6010 NS/PMA+50% RAP is slightly higher

than the control PMA. Table 4 shows the difference in

ageing index lbr aged and unaged samples at 25"C. The

stiffness modulus values lbr aged sanrples are higher

than those lbr unaged samples, with the highest value

a

!
I =E;E=r,:H

fi=EHt=E'f; *iliH*=EiE

Figure (4): Resilient modulus for dry and wet NS/PLA mirtures at 25'C and 40"C

Unaged STA

Sample Temp ('C)
Aseirs index

Unaqed STA LTA
Control mix 25 100 154 1'73

50% RAP 25 1.00 1.49

:O;NS+509b RAP 25 1.00 t.2l r .28

.4%NS+s0% RAP 25 1.00 l2 129
6ol6NS+509/o RAP 25 1.00 r.54 I.73

Conrrol rnix 40 100 Ll L.4t

5O% RAP 40 t00 1.t2 I25
2%NS+50% RAP 40 100 107 1.24

4"oNS'r500/o RAP 40 l 00 1.03 148

6%NS+50% RAP 40 l 00 l.r | .4t
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recorded for 6% NS/PMA + 50% RAP. The index

values for ageing shown in the table indicate tlut
vulnerability to oxidative ageing was considerably

decreased witi an inorease in the percentage of

long-terrn ageing. The

enhances the ability of

3

16

I
)

qull

Fig. 6 presents the results for the indirect tensile

strength test for mqisture susceptibility under dry and

ryet conditions for PMA and NS/PMA. It clearly shows

that the result for indirect tensile strength test for

samples under lvet cordition decreased slightly

compared to the samples under dry condition at 25 'C.

The result for wet condition shows that the value

Figure (6): Indirect tensile strength for dry and wet NS/PMA mirture's et 25"C

-496-

ffiffiffiffi
i{il,uP

2r
I' $mil H

,, fr*

nanosilica" parlicularly with

addition of nanosilica also

asphalt binders to recover.

ffi ffi ffi ffi M
Figure (5): Indilect tensile strength for unaged and aged NS/PN{A mixtures at 25oC

increased from 4.567 kN for control PMA to 4.737 kN

for 50% RAp, 5.104 kN for 2% Ns/pI\[A + soo/oRAp,

5 226 kN for 4% NS,PMA + 507oRAP and 5.348 kN for

6% NS/PMA + 500ZRAP. It can be concluded that ITS

increased with the increase fu the percedage of

nanosilica.

Table 4. Indirect tensile strangth (ITS) at 25"C

Sample
Ageing Index (AI)

Unaqed STA LTA
Control mix I 1.09 115

50% RAP 1 L09 I 13

20loNS+50% RAP 1 105 115

4%NS+50% RAP 1 1.03 1.09

6%NS+50% RAP I 1.03 t. l6
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Dynamic Modulus Test

Rulting Resi$tqnce Due to Ageing Condition

The resuls fbr the dynamic modulus test at higher

terllpel?tures were used to assess the pelmanent

delornration (rutting) teatues of asphalt tnixnrres. Tlre

rut factor, expressed as E*/sin 6. is calculated using the

dynanric nrodulus, E* and phase angle.6 values at a

specii'ic f'requency and ternperature fronr dre testing

conditio11 in order to assess the rutting features ofasphalt

mirtu.res. In this resmrch. a temperature of55 "C and a

t'requency of5 Hz were chosen for the calculatior ofthe
rutting factor under ageing condition (Witczak et al..

2002)1 a high rut factor witl implove the lutting
perfornrance of asphalt mixtures. Therefore. a higher

d,vnarnic modulus a.d a lower phase angle ildicate a

better resistance to rutting.

Fig. 7 shows the dynamic modulus and nrtting

elements for the indiviclual rnixtures at 55'C and 5 Hz.

It is iinpoftant to rote that both dre dynamic rlodulus

and the rut factor slrowed a srmilar trend. NSDMA and

50% RAP rnixtures show higher dynamic rnodulus

values dran their conesponding control PMA nrixtures.

However, the rut fectors for 50o.,t' RAP. 2016 NSIPMA +

500./i, R{P and 4% NS/PMA + 50% RAP are slightly

lower compared to 696 NS/PMA + 50% RAP. This

nright be due to the lrigher phase angle in these mixtures

when the PMA mixture is compared to the control

nrixtr.rre. Adding a higher percentage of RAP il relation

widr nanosilica additive enhanced the perfonrrance of
PN{A mixtures.

Futigue Rc,\intance Due to Ageing Condition

Tlre results of the dynamic modulus test at average

level temperature were used to assess dre fatigue

vulnerability features ofasphalt mixtures. The value tbr

fatigue, which is expressed as E* , sin 6, is calculated

using the dynamic modulus, E* and phase angle, E

values at a specific temperature and frequency of the

testing conditions in order to determine the

characteristics of the asphalt mixtures' fatigue crackurg.

In this study, the factor in l'atigue was calculatcd at fl

temperature of 35 oC and a frequency of 5Hz flVitczak
et al., 2002). If the fatigue f'actor is low, the fatigue

oack ing susceptibility ofthe asphalt rnixture is also low.

Therefore, a blend u'ith lower dynamic modulus and

phase angle values is seen as less rulnerable to fatigue

cracking.

Fig. 8 slrows the dynamic modulus and fatigue

factors for individual mixtures at 35 'C and 5 Hz It is

impoftalt that bo{h the dynamic modulus and the fatigue

factors go tlrrough a compatible trend. All mixtures.

except for the PMA coltrol mixture, show equal or

lorver dynamic modulus values. It was also found that

all mixtures shorv similar fatigue lhctors which are

lower compared to their corresponditrg control PNIA

mix'ture. In general, all PIr{A mixtures with nanosilica

additjves and 50% R{P are less susceptible to fatigue

cracking than the control sample

Figure (7): Rutting factol for ageing condilion
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Table 5 shor.ls the results lbr the ageing index for the

dynamic creep investigation. Resulrs shorv that 6%

NS,PMA + 50% RAP has a better perfonnance than all

other rnixtures; theretbre, fatigue will decrease widr

Rutling Reistance Due lo Mobture Condition

This test was conducted to investigate the dift'erence

between rutting factor of mixtures with complete-dry

conditioning and incomplete-dry conditioning as well as

mixtures with moisture conditioning and widrout

moisture conditioning. As expected, results show that

mixtures from each set exhibit a gradually decreasing

value for dynamic modulus due to moisture condition

Is.i

Figure {E): Fatigue lhctor lbr ageing condition

['igure (9]: Rutting factor for moisture condition
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long-term ageing, since ageing condition increases the

stiffness of asphalt mixtures. This result is congruent

with aprwious research caried out by Yao et al. (?Ol3).

(wet sample) compared to without moisture condition

(dry sample). However, Fig. 9 shows that the rufiing

factors for the 2% NS/PI\{A + 50% RAP and 47o

NS/PMA + 50% RAP mixtures under moisture

condition were slighrly low-er cornpared 1o 6% NS/PMA

+ 50% RAP. This could be attributed to the higher phase

angles in these mixtures when compared to the control

PN'[A mixrure

a,*

lN ts ls ls

T{ble 5. Dynamic modulus index at various conditions and tempcr&tures

Sample

Aging Inder (.{)
35 "C 55 '.C

Unaged STA LTA STA LTA

Control mix 1.00 1.1 I.22 1.O4 I r9
50% RAP I00 1 ts 1.3 1.09 | .24
2oloNs+50% RAP 1.00 r 0t 105 I 12 t2l
4%NS+50% RAP 1 .00 125 I l8 I l3
6oloNs+50% RAP L00 127 129 I t6 124
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